
The  
beurre 
necessities
It’s a national icon, but pick up a croissant 
from a French bakery and chances are 
it won’t have been made fresh that 
morning. We meet the man from Nice 
fighting back by championing the pastry’s 
artisanal, hand-made baking process
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The perfect croissant is a three-day 
labour of love for artisan baker 
Frédéric Roy. “I could take less 
time,” he explains over the hum 
of ovens, mixers and other baking 

equipment that form the soundtrack to his 
workday. “But the consistency would be 
different, and it would lack the slightly nutty 
taste I’m looking for.” In the bakehouse of 
Boulangerie Roy Le Capitole, his bakery one 
street back from the Promenade des Anglais 
in Nice’s low-key Fleurs neighbourhood, 
up to 1,200 pur beurre (made with 100% 
butter) croissants are baked fresh every 
morning. Most days, he sells out; on 
weekends it’s normal for a long queue to 
form out the door and along the pavement.

In the 15 years I’ve lived on the Cote 
d’Azur I’ve eaten more croissants than I dare 
to calculate, although I’m yet to see how 
they are made. A morning spent behind the 
scenes with the ‘king’ of croissants (Roy is a 
homonym of roi, the French word for king) 
is set to change that. It’s a warm February 

Left Croissant crusader 
Frédéric Roy
Right Frédéric’s bakery is 
just behind the colourful 
Promenade des Anglais 

The right ingredients 
Frédéric’s croissants are 
made with salt, sugar, yeast, 
water, two different types of 
flour and the finest quality 
French butter 

All in (three) days work 
The first day involves kneading 
the dry ingredients with water. 
On day two, butter is folded 
into the dough. Day three the 
croissant is shaped and baked 
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morning in UNESCO’s newly listed World 
Heritage city and despite these being the 
quieter months of the year, his wife Katia 
is serving a steady stream of customers 
as I arrive. Through a doorway behind 
the counter, Frédéric and his apprentice 
Ludo work together at a steady rhythm. 
Each a master of their task, they prep 
brioches, pain aux raisins, pain au chocolat, 
and, of course, croissants, from scratch. 
Towards the back of the bakehouse, senior 
baker Victor is charged with churning out 
baguettes and other breads. The smell of 
warm pastry is both comforting and familiar, 
like stepping into a friend’s kitchen.

Frédéric’s organised his morning to show 
me each stage of the three-day process, 
starting with the kneading together of salt, 
sugar, yeast, and water and two types of 
flour (additive-free French flour and a high-
gluten patisserie flour called gruau) before 
transferring the dough to rest in a fridge for 
24 hours. Day two starts with a slab of the 
finest quality unsalted French butter that 

I’ve eaten more 
croissants than I 

dare to calculate, 
although I’m yet 
to see how they 

are made

Paper thin 
Laminating (rolling and 
folding) in the butter 
carefully creates the 
croissant’s crumbly,  
flaky goodness 
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he laminates, or rolls and folds, in with the 
dough, a technique that creates the paper-
thin and flaky pastry layers once baked. 
After being chilled then fed through the 
roller one final time, Frédéric spreads out 
the dough across his worktop and halves 
it horizontally, before briskly slicing each 
piece into triangular strips and cutting a 
small incision at the base of each of them.

Picking up the first triangle, he stretches 
it out. Then, with the fluidity of someone 
who has practiced these movements almost 
daily over three decades, he places the ball 
of his thumbs on the widest corners of the 
dough and starts to roll with the lightest of 
pressure. Gradually, he moves up through 
his palms, finishing the final roll with his 
fingertips. A quick flick of each wrist to give 
the form its classic crescent shape is the 
final touch. The process takes less than 10 
seconds in total. He hands me a piece of flat 
dough and I try to mimic his movements. 
But I lack his finesse and the edges are 
flat and misshapen. Frédéric laughs and 
arranges it next to his perfect specimens on 
the tray; tomorrow, one customer is in for a 
wonky surprise for their breakfast. 

These raw individual croissants are then 
transferred to a fermentation chamber to 
rest; at around midnight the temperature 
rises to 24°C to accelerate fermentation 
– essential for the creation of air bubbles 
inside. Come day three, Frédéric sprays 
the now-risen croissants with a mixture 
of water and beaten egg, before guiding 
the tray into an oven heated to 215°C 
with his trusty baker’s paddle. Exactly 17 
minutes later, a fresh batch emerges: lightly 
crunchy on the outside, soft, with loads of 

buttery goodness on the inside: “That’s the 
definition of a successful croissant,” he says.

Frédéric starts each morning at 4.30am 
and the neighbourhood streets are still dark 
when he hand-delivers crates of croissants 
and other pastries to the nearby Hôtel 
Negresco, the five-star address of choice 
for politicians, celebrities and royalty. Two 
further morning deliveries, a breakfast and 
lunch order for the private Blue Beach, offer 

Lightly crunchy 
on the outside, 
soft, with loads of 
buttery goodness 
on the inside

Shape of things to come 
Frédéric evenly cuts the dough 
into strips, then triangles, before 
rolling it into the croissant’s 
famous crescent curve 
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Taste maker  
After just 17 minutes in the 
oven, Frédéric’s world-famous 
croissants are ready to eat 

Baklava
This delicious, multi-layered flaky 
pastry drowning in honeyed syrup and 
crushed pistachio that became popular 
in the early days of the Ottoman Empire 
is said to be an aphrodisiac.  

Tippaleipä
This unusual-looking treat is a deep-
fried lemony pastry batter topped with 
icing sugar that, in Finland, is best 
enjoyed on May Day with a glass of sima  
(a fermented lemonade).

Cannoli 
Its significance best immortalised in  
The Godfather (“leave the gun, take 
the cannoli”), this heavenly Italian 
crunchy, fried pastry tube is filled  
with sweet ricotta cream.

Kürtőskalács
Born in Szeklerland, Transylvania (now 
part of Romania), the Chimney Cake 
is made by taking a metre of pastry, 
winding it round a spit and rotating it 
over hot coals until crisp.

Buttery bliss
The crème de la crème of pastries around the network
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another break from the bakehouse, as does 
the hour-long siesta he swears by every 
afternoon in the studio above. Six days out 
of seven are spent in this compact, crowded 
space, yet Frédéric’s still just as passionate 
about his craft as he was as a 14-year-old 
apprentice. “I love that moment when the 
croissants are ready and many days work 
has come together,” he says.

But croissants made like Frédéric’s 
are today the exception rather than the 
rule in France. Despite their status as a 
gastronomic emblem of the country, many 
of his peers take shortcuts, buying in mass-
produced, ready-made versions that are 
cooked from frozen. “There are people that 
say they are bakers but who have never 
made a croissant in their lives,” he says. Yet, 
at one euro each, his croissants sell for the 
same price as their industrial equivalents – a 
steal given the quality of ingredients, skill 
and the time that goes into making them.

While baguettes, by law, need to be made 
from scratch and baked onsite, there is no 
such regulation for croissants and other 
pastries. And Frédéric is on a crusade to 
protect France’s culinary heritage. He has 
spent the past five years lobbying for a 

croissant de tradition française (traditional 
French croissant) label, similar to the 
appellation for baguettes. “I don’t want 
to ban (industrial croissants). I just want 
consumers to know what they are buying,” 
he says. He estimates that up to 80% of all 
croissants in France are mass-produced.

This fervent defence of his art has made 
him no stranger to headlines, particularly in 
2020 when a Facebook post from France’s 
National Confederation of Baking and Pastry 
went viral, accusing him of single-handedly 
attempting to ruin the image of the 
profession (“Did you see the comments,” he 
asks? “Most were in support of my efforts.”). 
Nowadays, however, he’s most likely to be 
in the news for his charity efforts – such 
as galvanizing the baking community in 
the aftermath of Storm Alex, which swept 
through mountain villages of the Nice 
region causing loss of life and property in 

The early bird
Frédéric on his way to 
deliver his croissants and 
baguettes to Nice’s most 
illustrious hotels
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2020 — or his specialty croissants such as 
raspberry, pistachio, banana, and hazelnut. 

Of all his innovations in the kitchen, it’s a 
lavender croissant with a delicately sweet 
herb flavour that’s become his signature. 
Frédéric brews an infusion of wild lavender 
sourced from a small producer in the 
hinterland of Nice and adds filtered water 
to the dough, a batch of which is dyed with 
purple food colouring (which bakes off, 
leaving just the slightest hint of violet). To 
his knowledge, he is the only baker in the 
country to make such a croissant.

Decades of reliance on ready-made 
products has taken their toll on his 
profession, but Frédéric can feel a steady 
increase in bakers following his path. “The 
profession is at a crossroads – either we 
take the industrial route or the artisan one,” 
he says. “With the COVID crisis, we have 
seen many people come back to what’s 
healthy and simple. I think lots of people 
want to rediscover the tradition.”
boulangerieroylecapitole.fr

 Wizz Air flies to Nice

Bakers in arms
Fellow artisan bakers as 
recommended by Frédéric Roy

Boulangerie Jean-Marc 
Bordonnat
Across town, residents of the 
trendy port district swear by this 
bakery for the best bread for miles 
and local specialities such as olive 
fougasse (a type of sculpted bread). 
19 Rue Barla, 06300 Nice

Boulangerie Imperial
At the foot of Nice’s Russian church, 
this neighbourhood boulangerie 
has only just reopened after 
undergoing conversion to an 
100% organic bakery. 10 Bd du 
Tzarewitch, 06000 Nice

Le Pain d’Olivier
In the hills behind Cannes, Le Pain 
d’Olivier serves up artisanal bread 
and pastries in a sunny setting with 
a shaded terrasse for dining in. 391 
Av. Saint-Basile, 06250 Mougins

Frédéric adds 
an infusion of 
wild lavender 
sourced 
from a small 
producer in 
the hinterland 
of Nice to  
the dough

Purple reigns  
You can’t leave Nice without 
trying Frédéric’s signature 
lavender croissant, which 
has a delicious, delicately 
sweet herb flavour
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